From:

Subject:
Date:

[EXTERNAL] General Use Permit Support
Thursday, September 19, 2019 11:38:18 AM

September 19, 2019
President Joe Simitian
Members of the Santa Clara County Board of Supervisors
70 W. Hedding Street
San Jose, CA 95110
Dear President Simitian and Members of the County Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to express my support for Stanford’s proposed General Use Permit and request
that you reach consensus with the university on a related Development Agreement and a set of
reasonable and feasible Conditions of Approval.
Stanford plays an important role in the life of our community by advancing teaching and
research, providing world-class health care, inviting its neighbors to enjoy many on-campus
amenities and working in the community to support local residents.
I am both a former student of Stanford University as well as a former resident born and raised
in Northern California. I have seen first hand as a resident and a student, how Stanford is an
excellent caretaker to the area with its wonderful developments. Its buildings and roads are
always kept in top condition with reliable maintenance. The quality of buildings are always so
beautiful and fit in perfectly with neighboring buildings. I have always counted myself lucky
to have lived in such a beautiful place filled with projects built to the highest of standards. You
really feel respect from the university with how well it treats its students, professors, staff,
employees, and residents.
As you are well aware, housing and traffic congestion are critical challenges in our region, and
Stanford’s proposal makes meaningful contributions to help address these pressing issues. The
university's Development Agreement proposal to deliver enough new housing to fully satisfy
housing demand from its academic development and front-load the delivery of 575 affordable
workforce housing units demonstrates extraordinary leadership by a large employer in our
community. In addition, Stanford is proposing to significantly expand its sustainable commute
programs and invest $30 million in local transportation improvements. And in keeping with its
academic mission, the university has also offered $138 million in support for Palo Alto
schools.
For Stanford to provide front-loaded community benefits and thousands of units of housing,
the university must be confident that it will be able to complete its academic facilities over
time and the rules governing future academic campus development will not be changed
midway through implementation of a new General Use Permit. Development Agreements are
a common tool for land use applicants and jurisdictions to resolve conflicts by working

collaboratively to address the interests of all stakeholders. Therefore, I ask that the County
engage in constructive Development Agreement discussions with Stanford to provide benefits
that address the interests of the community, while providing Stanford the necessary
predictability to fulfill its academic mission.
I also urge the Board of Supervisors to approve reasonable and feasible Conditions of
Approval for the General Use Permit that will allow Stanford to build new on-campus housing
and academic facilities. It is to all of our benefit if the rules governing on-campus
development support teaching and research and the addition of much-needed housing. The
Board should work with Stanford to make sure that each of the conditions is clear and sets an
objective, reasonable standard for compliance.
I hope you will support Stanford’s future land use plans and approve a General Use Permit and
Development Agreement that meet the needs of the community, the County, and Stanford.
Sincerely,
Megan Donahoe
1400 20th St. NW
Washington, DC 20036

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jessica Allister
BoardOperations
[EXTERNAL] Reach Agreement with Stanford
Thursday, September 19, 2019 10:56:26 AM

Dear Board Operations Board,
I am writing to express my support for Stanford’s proposed General Use Permit. I urge you to
reach consensus with the university now on a related Development Agreement and a set of
reasonable and feasible Conditions of Approval that will deliver benefits to the community
and allow Stanford to further its academic mission.
Stanford plays an important role in the life of our community by advancing teaching and
research, providing world-class health care, inviting its neighbors to enjoy many on-campus
amenities and working in the community to support local residents.
Housing and traffic are critical challenges in our region, and Stanford is stepping up to help
address these pressing issues. Stanford’s Development Agreement proposal will provide
historic measures to more than meet its obligations in the community—building housing now
and fully meeting future workforce housing demand; investing more in transportation
programs that encourage sustainable commuting; and providing upfront and ongoing support
to the Palo Alto Unified School District.
I encourage you to work collaboratively with the university to create a long-term land use plan
that allows Stanford to continue its mission of taking the world’s most pressing challenges and
developing innovative solutions to benefit both our community and the world.
I hope you will support Stanford’s future land use plans and approve a General Use Permit and
Development Agreement that meet the needs of the community, the County and Stanford.
Sincerely,
Jessica Allister
Palo Alto, CA 94305

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Christopher Amos
BoardOperations
[EXTERNAL] Reach Agreement with Stanford
Friday, September 20, 2019 10:10:47 AM

Dear Board Operations Board,
I am writing to express my support for Stanford’s proposed General Use Permit. I urge you to
reach consensus with the university now on a related Development Agreement and a set of
reasonable and feasible Conditions of Approval that will deliver benefits to the community
and allow Stanford to further its academic mission.
Stanford plays an important role in the life of our community by advancing teaching and
research, providing world-class health care, inviting its neighbors to enjoy many on-campus
amenities and working in the community to support local residents.
Housing and traffic are critical challenges in our region, and Stanford is stepping up to help
address these pressing issues. Stanford’s Development Agreement proposal will provide
historic measures to more than meet its obligations in the community—building housing now
and fully meeting future workforce housing demand; investing more in transportation
programs that encourage sustainable commuting; and providing upfront and ongoing support
to the Palo Alto Unified School District.
I encourage you to work collaboratively with the university to create a long-term land use plan
that allows Stanford to continue its mission of taking the world’s most pressing challenges and
developing innovative solutions to benefit both our community and the world.
I hope you will support Stanford’s future land use plans and approve a General Use Permit and
Development Agreement that meet the needs of the community, the County and Stanford.
Sincerely,
Christopher Amos

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

BoardOperations
[EXTERNAL] Reach Agreement with Stanford
Friday, September 20, 2019 10:12:20 AM

Dear Board Operations Board,
I am writing to express my support for Stanford’s proposed General Use Permit. I urge you to
reach consensus with the university now on a related Development Agreement and a set of
reasonable and feasible Conditions of Approval that will deliver benefits to the community
and allow Stanford to further its academic mission.
Stanford plays an important role in the life of our community by advancing teaching and
research, providing world-class health care, inviting its neighbors to enjoy many on-campus
amenities and working in the community to support local residents.
Housing and traffic are critical challenges in our region, and Stanford is stepping up to help
address these pressing issues. Stanford’s Development Agreement proposal will provide
historic measures to more than meet its obligations in the community—building housing now
and fully meeting future workforce housing demand; investing more in transportation
programs that encourage sustainable commuting; and providing upfront and ongoing support
to the Palo Alto Unified School District.
I encourage you to work collaboratively with the university to create a long-term land use plan
that allows Stanford to continue its mission of taking the world’s most pressing challenges and
developing innovative solutions to benefit both our community and the world.
I hope you will support Stanford’s future land use plans and approve a General Use Permit and
Development Agreement that meet the needs of the community, the County and Stanford.
Sincerely,
Shriharsha Dhavale
Sunnyvale, CA 94087

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Michael ORourke
BoardOperations
[EXTERNAL] Reach Agreement with Stanford
Friday, September 20, 2019 10:13:46 AM

Dear Board Operations Board,
I am writing to express my support for Stanford’s proposed General Use Permit. I urge you to
reach consensus with the university now on a related Development Agreement and a set of
reasonable and feasible Conditions of Approval that will deliver benefits to the community
and allow Stanford to further its academic mission.
Stanford plays an important role in the life of our community by advancing teaching and
research, providing world-class health care, inviting its neighbors to enjoy many on-campus
amenities and working in the community to support local residents.
Housing and traffic are critical challenges in our region, and Stanford is stepping up to help
address these pressing issues. Stanford’s Development Agreement proposal will provide
historic measures to more than meet its obligations in the community—building housing now
and fully meeting future workforce housing demand; investing more in transportation
programs that encourage sustainable commuting; and providing upfront and ongoing support
to the Palo Alto Unified School District.
I encourage you to work collaboratively with the university to create a long-term land use plan
that allows Stanford to continue its mission of taking the world’s most pressing challenges and
developing innovative solutions to benefit both our community and the world.
I hope you will support Stanford’s future land use plans and approve a General Use Permit and
Development Agreement that meet the needs of the community, the County and Stanford.
Sincerely,
Michael ORourke
San Jose, CA 95125

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Bill Suttles
BoardOperations
[EXTERNAL] Reach Agreement with Stanford
Friday, September 20, 2019 10:41:24 AM

Dear Board Operations Board,
I am writing to express my support for Stanford’s proposed General Use Permit. I urge you to
reach consensus with the university now on a related Development Agreement and a set of
reasonable and feasible Conditions of Approval that will deliver benefits to the community
and allow Stanford to further its academic mission.
Stanford plays an important role in the life of our community by advancing teaching and
research, providing world-class health care, inviting its neighbors to enjoy many on-campus
amenities and working in the community to support local residents.
Housing and traffic are critical challenges in our region, and Stanford is stepping up to help
address these pressing issues. Stanford’s Development Agreement proposal will provide
historic measures to more than meet its obligations in the community—building housing now
and fully meeting future workforce housing demand; investing more in transportation
programs that encourage sustainable commuting; and providing upfront and ongoing support
to the Palo Alto Unified School District.
I encourage you to work collaboratively with the university to create a long-term land use plan
that allows Stanford to continue its mission of taking the world’s most pressing challenges and
developing innovative solutions to benefit both our community and the world.
I hope you will support Stanford’s future land use plans and approve a General Use Permit and
Development Agreement that meet the needs of the community, the County and Stanford.
Sincerely,
Bill Suttles

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

JAMES WALL
BoardOperations
[EXTERNAL] Reach Agreement with Stanford
Friday, September 20, 2019 11:11:30 AM

Dear Board Operations Board,
I am writing to express my support for Stanford’s proposed General Use Permit. I urge you to
reach consensus with the university now on a related Development Agreement and a set of
reasonable and feasible Conditions of Approval that will deliver benefits to the community
and allow Stanford to further its academic mission.
Stanford plays an important role in the life of our community by advancing teaching and
research, providing world-class health care, inviting its neighbors to enjoy many on-campus
amenities and working in the community to support local residents.
Housing and traffic are critical challenges in our region, and Stanford is stepping up to help
address these pressing issues. Stanford’s Development Agreement proposal will provide
historic measures to more than meet its obligations in the community—building housing now
and fully meeting future workforce housing demand; investing more in transportation
programs that encourage sustainable commuting; and providing upfront and ongoing support
to the Palo Alto Unified School District.
I encourage you to work collaboratively with the university to create a long-term land use plan
that allows Stanford to continue its mission of taking the world’s most pressing challenges and
developing innovative solutions to benefit both our community and the world.
I hope you will support Stanford’s future land use plans and approve a General Use Permit and
Development Agreement that meet the needs of the community, the County and Stanford.
Sincerely,
JAMES WALL
Redwood City, CA 94062

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sally truitt
BoardOperations
[EXTERNAL] Reach Agreement with Stanford
Friday, September 20, 2019 11:23:36 AM

Dear Board Operations Board,
I am writing to express my support for Stanford’s proposed General Use Permit. I urge you to
reach consensus with the university now on a related Development Agreement and a set of
reasonable and feasible Conditions of Approval that will deliver benefits to the community
and allow Stanford to further its academic mission.
Stanford plays an important role in the life of our community by advancing teaching and
research, providing world-class health care, inviting its neighbors to enjoy many on-campus
amenities and working in the community to support local residents.
Housing and traffic are critical challenges in our region, and Stanford is stepping up to help
address these pressing issues. Stanford’s Development Agreement proposal will provide
historic measures to more than meet its obligations in the community—building housing now
and fully meeting future workforce housing demand; investing more in transportation
programs that encourage sustainable commuting; and providing upfront and ongoing support
to the Palo Alto Unified School District.
I encourage you to work collaboratively with the university to create a long-term land use plan
that allows Stanford to continue its mission of taking the world’s most pressing challenges and
developing innovative solutions to benefit both our community and the world.
I hope you will support Stanford’s future land use plans and approve a General Use Permit and
Development Agreement that meet the needs of the community, the County and Stanford.
Sincerely,
Sally truitt
Los Altos, CA 94022

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

David Pimentel
BoardOperations
[EXTERNAL] Reach Agreement with Stanford
Thursday, September 19, 2019 4:28:28 PM

Dear Board Operations Board,
I am writing to express my support for Stanford’s proposed General Use Permit. I urge you to
reach consensus with the university now on a related Development Agreement and a set of
reasonable and feasible Conditions of Approval that will deliver benefits to the community
and allow Stanford to further its academic mission.
Stanford plays an important role in the life of our community by advancing teaching and
research, providing world-class health care, inviting its neighbors to enjoy many on-campus
amenities and working in the community to support local residents.
Housing and traffic are critical challenges in our region, and Stanford is stepping up to help
address these pressing issues. Stanford’s Development Agreement proposal will provide
historic measures to more than meet its obligations in the community—building housing now
and fully meeting future workforce housing demand; investing more in transportation
programs that encourage sustainable commuting; and providing upfront and ongoing support
to the Palo Alto Unified School District.
I encourage you to work collaboratively with the university to create a long-term land use plan
that allows Stanford to continue its mission of taking the world’s most pressing challenges and
developing innovative solutions to benefit both our community and the world.
I hope you will support Stanford’s future land use plans and approve a General Use Permit and
Development Agreement that meet the needs of the community, the County and Stanford.
Sincerely,
David Pimentel
San Jose, CA 95125

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Steve Dostart
BoardOperations
[EXTERNAL] Sharing My Support for Stanford
Thursday, September 19, 2019 8:10:57 PM

Dear Board Operations Board,
Stanford plays an important role in the life of our community. I am writing to express my
support for the university's proposed General Use Permit and request that you reach consensus
with the university now on a related Development Agreement and a set of reasonable and
feasible Conditions of Approval.
Housing and traffic are critical challenges in our region, and Stanford’s Development
Agreement proposal makes meaningful contributions to help address these pressing issues.
The university's proposal delivers enough new housing to fully satisfy housing demand from
its academic development and front-loads the delivery of 575 affordable workforce housing
units. This demonstrates extraordinary leadership by a large employer in our community.
In addition, Stanford is proposing to significantly expand its sustainable commute programs
and invest $30 million in local transportation improvements. And in keeping with its academic
mission, the university has also offered $138 million in support for Palo Alto schools.
I encourage you to work collaboratively with the university to create a long-term land use plan
that allows Stanford to continue its mission of taking the world’s most pressing challenges and
developing innovative solutions to benefit both our community and the world.
It is to all of our benefit if the rules governing on-campus development support teaching and
research and the addition of much-needed housing. I hope you will support Stanford’s future
land use plans and approve a General Use Permit and Development Agreement that meet the
needs of the community, the County and Stanford.
Sincerely,
Steve Dostart
Palo Alto, CA 94301

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Pette Pamukcu
BoardOperations
[EXTERNAL] Sharing My Support for Stanford
Thursday, September 19, 2019 8:12:05 PM

Dear Board Operations Board,
Stanford plays an important role in the life of our community. I am writing to express my
support for the university's proposed General Use Permit and request that you reach consensus
with the university now on a related Development Agreement and a set of reasonable and
feasible Conditions of Approval.
Housing and traffic are critical challenges in our region, and Stanford’s Development
Agreement proposal makes meaningful contributions to help address these pressing issues.
The university's proposal delivers enough new housing to fully satisfy housing demand from
its academic development and front-loads the delivery of 575 affordable workforce housing
units. This demonstrates extraordinary leadership by a large employer in our community.
In addition, Stanford is proposing to significantly expand its sustainable commute programs
and invest $30 million in local transportation improvements. And in keeping with its academic
mission, the university has also offered $138 million in support for Palo Alto schools.
I encourage you to work collaboratively with the university to create a long-term land use plan
that allows Stanford to continue its mission of taking the world’s most pressing challenges and
developing innovative solutions to benefit both our community and the world.
It is to all of our benefit if the rules governing on-campus development support teaching and
research and the addition of much-needed housing. I hope you will support Stanford’s future
land use plans and approve a General Use Permit and Development Agreement that meet the
needs of the community, the County and Stanford.
Sincerely,
Pette Pamukcu
Sunnyvale, CA 94087

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Tracey Grown
BoardOperations
[EXTERNAL] Sharing My Support for Stanford
Friday, September 20, 2019 3:02:24 AM

Dear Board Operations Board,
Stanford plays an important role in the life of our community. I am writing to express my
support for the university's proposed General Use Permit and request that you reach consensus
with the university now on a related Development Agreement and a set of reasonable and
feasible Conditions of Approval.
Housing and traffic are critical challenges in our region, and Stanford’s Development
Agreement proposal makes meaningful contributions to help address these pressing issues.
The university's proposal delivers enough new housing to fully satisfy housing demand from
its academic development and front-loads the delivery of 575 affordable workforce housing
units. This demonstrates extraordinary leadership by a large employer in our community.
In addition, Stanford is proposing to significantly expand its sustainable commute programs
and invest $30 million in local transportation improvements. And in keeping with its academic
mission, the university has also offered $138 million in support for Palo Alto schools.
I encourage you to work collaboratively with the university to create a long-term land use plan
that allows Stanford to continue its mission of taking the world’s most pressing challenges and
developing innovative solutions to benefit both our community and the world.
It is to all of our benefit if the rules governing on-campus development support teaching and
research and the addition of much-needed housing. I hope you will support Stanford’s future
land use plans and approve a General Use Permit and Development Agreement that meet the
needs of the community, the County and Stanford.
Sincerely,
Tracey Grown
Redwood City, CA 94061

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Carol Chaniotis
BoardOperations
[EXTERNAL] Sharing My Support for Stanford
Friday, September 20, 2019 10:03:04 AM

Dear Board Operations Board,
Stanford plays an important role in the life of our community. I am writing to express my
support for the university's proposed General Use Permit and request that you reach consensus
with the university now on a related Development Agreement and a set of reasonable and
feasible Conditions of Approval.
Housing and traffic are critical challenges in our region, and Stanford’s Development
Agreement proposal makes meaningful contributions to help address these pressing issues.
The university's proposal delivers enough new housing to fully satisfy housing demand from
its academic development and front-loads the delivery of 575 affordable workforce housing
units. This demonstrates extraordinary leadership by a large employer in our community.
In addition, Stanford is proposing to significantly expand its sustainable commute programs
and invest $30 million in local transportation improvements. And in keeping with its academic
mission, the university has also offered $138 million in support for Palo Alto schools.
I encourage you to work collaboratively with the university to create a long-term land use plan
that allows Stanford to continue its mission of taking the world’s most pressing challenges and
developing innovative solutions to benefit both our community and the world.
It is to all of our benefit if the rules governing on-campus development support teaching and
research and the addition of much-needed housing. I hope you will support Stanford’s future
land use plans and approve a General Use Permit and Development Agreement that meet the
needs of the community, the County and Stanford.
Sincerely,
Carol Chaniotis
San Jose, CA 95132

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Suzanne Ferris
BoardOperations
[EXTERNAL] Sharing My Support for Stanford
Friday, September 20, 2019 10:27:18 AM

Dear Board Operations Board,
Stanford plays an important role in the life of our community. I am writing to express my
support for the university's proposed General Use Permit and request that you reach consensus
with the university now on a related Development Agreement and a set of reasonable and
feasible Conditions of Approval.
Housing and traffic are critical challenges in our region, and Stanford’s Development
Agreement proposal makes meaningful contributions to help address these pressing issues.
The university's proposal delivers enough new housing to fully satisfy housing demand from
its academic development and front-loads the delivery of 575 affordable workforce housing
units. This demonstrates extraordinary leadership by a large employer in our community.
In addition, Stanford is proposing to significantly expand its sustainable commute programs
and invest $30 million in local transportation improvements. And in keeping with its academic
mission, the university has also offered $138 million in support for Palo Alto schools.
I encourage you to work collaboratively with the university to create a long-term land use plan
that allows Stanford to continue its mission of taking the world’s most pressing challenges and
developing innovative solutions to benefit both our community and the world.
It is to all of our benefit if the rules governing on-campus development support teaching and
research and the addition of much-needed housing. I hope you will support Stanford’s future
land use plans and approve a General Use Permit and Development Agreement that meet the
needs of the community, the County and Stanford.
Sincerely,
Suzanne Ferris

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Emilee Chapman
BoardOperations
[EXTERNAL] Sharing My Support for Stanford
Friday, September 20, 2019 10:34:17 AM

Dear Board Operations Board,
Stanford plays an important role in the life of our community. I am writing to express my
support for the university's proposed General Use Permit and request that you reach consensus
with the university now on a related Development Agreement and a set of reasonable and
feasible Conditions of Approval.
Housing and traffic are critical challenges in our region, and Stanford’s Development
Agreement proposal makes meaningful contributions to help address these pressing issues.
The university's proposal delivers enough new housing to fully satisfy housing demand from
its academic development and front-loads the delivery of 575 affordable workforce housing
units. This demonstrates extraordinary leadership by a large employer in our community.
In addition, Stanford is proposing to significantly expand its sustainable commute programs
and invest $30 million in local transportation improvements. And in keeping with its academic
mission, the university has also offered $138 million in support for Palo Alto schools.
I encourage you to work collaboratively with the university to create a long-term land use plan
that allows Stanford to continue its mission of taking the world’s most pressing challenges and
developing innovative solutions to benefit both our community and the world.
It is to all of our benefit if the rules governing on-campus development support teaching and
research and the addition of much-needed housing. I hope you will support Stanford’s future
land use plans and approve a General Use Permit and Development Agreement that meet the
needs of the community, the County and Stanford.
Sincerely,
Emilee Chapman
Palo Alto, CA 94304

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mohsen Fathzadeh
BoardOperations
[EXTERNAL] Sharing My Support for Stanford
Friday, September 20, 2019 10:40:54 AM

Dear Board Operations Board,
Stanford plays an important role in the life of our community. I am writing to express my
support for the university's proposed General Use Permit and request that you reach consensus
with the university now on a related Development Agreement and a set of reasonable and
feasible Conditions of Approval.
Housing and traffic are critical challenges in our region, and Stanford’s Development
Agreement proposal makes meaningful contributions to help address these pressing issues.
The university's proposal delivers enough new housing to fully satisfy housing demand from
its academic development and front-loads the delivery of 575 affordable workforce housing
units. This demonstrates extraordinary leadership by a large employer in our community.
In addition, Stanford is proposing to significantly expand its sustainable commute programs
and invest $30 million in local transportation improvements. And in keeping with its academic
mission, the university has also offered $138 million in support for Palo Alto schools.
I encourage you to work collaboratively with the university to create a long-term land use plan
that allows Stanford to continue its mission of taking the world’s most pressing challenges and
developing innovative solutions to benefit both our community and the world.
It is to all of our benefit if the rules governing on-campus development support teaching and
research and the addition of much-needed housing. I hope you will support Stanford’s future
land use plans and approve a General Use Permit and Development Agreement that meet the
needs of the community, the County and Stanford.
Sincerely,
Mohsen Fathzadeh
Palo Alto, CA 94306

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sadiyyah Sohan
BoardOperations
[EXTERNAL] Sharing My Support for Stanford
Friday, September 20, 2019 10:45:24 AM

Dear Board Operations Board,
Stanford plays an important role in the life of our community. I am writing to express my
support for the university's proposed General Use Permit and request that you reach consensus
with the university now on a related Development Agreement and a set of reasonable and
feasible Conditions of Approval.
Housing and traffic are critical challenges in our region, and Stanford’s Development
Agreement proposal makes meaningful contributions to help address these pressing issues.
The university's proposal delivers enough new housing to fully satisfy housing demand from
its academic development and front-loads the delivery of 575 affordable workforce housing
units. This demonstrates extraordinary leadership by a large employer in our community.
In addition, Stanford is proposing to significantly expand its sustainable commute programs
and invest $30 million in local transportation improvements. And in keeping with its academic
mission, the university has also offered $138 million in support for Palo Alto schools.
I encourage you to work collaboratively with the university to create a long-term land use plan
that allows Stanford to continue its mission of taking the world’s most pressing challenges and
developing innovative solutions to benefit both our community and the world.
It is to all of our benefit if the rules governing on-campus development support teaching and
research and the addition of much-needed housing. I hope you will support Stanford’s future
land use plans and approve a General Use Permit and Development Agreement that meet the
needs of the community, the County and Stanford.
Sincerely,
Sadiyyah Sohan
San Francisco, CA 94124

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Rick Fischer
BoardOperations
[EXTERNAL] Sharing My Support for Stanford
Friday, September 20, 2019 10:50:55 AM

Dear Board Operations Board,
Stanford plays an important role in the life of our community. I am writing to express my
support for the university's proposed General Use Permit and request that you reach consensus
with the university now on a related Development Agreement and a set of reasonable and
feasible Conditions of Approval.
Housing and traffic are critical challenges in our region, and Stanford’s Development
Agreement proposal makes meaningful contributions to help address these pressing issues.
The university's proposal delivers enough new housing to fully satisfy housing demand from
its academic development and front-loads the delivery of 575 affordable workforce housing
units. This demonstrates extraordinary leadership by a large employer in our community.
In addition, Stanford is proposing to significantly expand its sustainable commute programs
and invest $30 million in local transportation improvements. And in keeping with its academic
mission, the university has also offered $138 million in support for Palo Alto schools.
I encourage you to work collaboratively with the university to create a long-term land use plan
that allows Stanford to continue its mission of taking the world’s most pressing challenges and
developing innovative solutions to benefit both our community and the world.
It is to all of our benefit if the rules governing on-campus development support teaching and
research and the addition of much-needed housing. I hope you will support Stanford’s future
land use plans and approve a General Use Permit and Development Agreement that meet the
needs of the community, the County and Stanford.
Sincerely,
Rick Fischer
San Jose, CA 95136

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Bryan Toth
BoardOperations
[EXTERNAL] Sharing My Support for Stanford
Friday, September 20, 2019 11:13:21 AM

Dear Board Operations Board,
Stanford plays an important role in the life of our community. I am writing to express my
support for the university's proposed General Use Permit and request that you reach consensus
with the university now on a related Development Agreement and a set of reasonable and
feasible Conditions of Approval.
Housing and traffic are critical challenges in our region, and Stanford’s Development
Agreement proposal makes meaningful contributions to help address these pressing issues.
The university's proposal delivers enough new housing to fully satisfy housing demand from
its academic development and front-loads the delivery of 575 affordable workforce housing
units. This demonstrates extraordinary leadership by a large employer in our community.
In addition, Stanford is proposing to significantly expand its sustainable commute programs
and invest $30 million in local transportation improvements. And in keeping with its academic
mission, the university has also offered $138 million in support for Palo Alto schools.
I encourage you to work collaboratively with the university to create a long-term land use plan
that allows Stanford to continue its mission of taking the world’s most pressing challenges and
developing innovative solutions to benefit both our community and the world.
It is to all of our benefit if the rules governing on-campus development support teaching and
research and the addition of much-needed housing. I hope you will support Stanford’s future
land use plans and approve a General Use Permit and Development Agreement that meet the
needs of the community, the County and Stanford.
Sincerely,
Bryan Toth
West Menlo Park, CA 94025

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Yi-Chung Chao
BoardOperations
[EXTERNAL] Sharing My Support for Stanford
Thursday, September 19, 2019 5:29:19 PM

Dear Board Operations Board,
Stanford plays an important role in the life of our community. I am writing to express my
support for the university's proposed General Use Permit and request that you reach consensus
with the university now on a related Development Agreement and a set of reasonable and
feasible Conditions of Approval.
Housing and traffic are critical challenges in our region, and Stanford’s Development
Agreement proposal makes meaningful contributions to help address these pressing issues.
The university's proposal delivers enough new housing to fully satisfy housing demand from
its academic development and front-loads the delivery of 575 affordable workforce housing
units. This demonstrates extraordinary leadership by a large employer in our community.
In addition, Stanford is proposing to significantly expand its sustainable commute programs
and invest $30 million in local transportation improvements. And in keeping with its academic
mission, the university has also offered $138 million in support for Palo Alto schools.
I encourage you to work collaboratively with the university to create a long-term land use plan
that allows Stanford to continue its mission of taking the world’s most pressing challenges and
developing innovative solutions to benefit both our community and the world.
It is to all of our benefit if the rules governing on-campus development support teaching and
research and the addition of much-needed housing. I hope you will support Stanford’s future
land use plans and approve a General Use Permit and Development Agreement that meet the
needs of the community, the County and Stanford.
Sincerely,
Yi-Chung Chao
San Jose, CA 95129

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

David P. Lenox
BoardOperations
[EXTERNAL] Stanford GUP Support
Friday, September 20, 2019 7:28:28 AM
Stanford GUP support.pdf

Attached is a letter in support of the reasonable conditions for a Development Agreement and GUP
approval.
Regards,

David P. Lenox
University Architect/Executive Director of Campus Planning

Stanford University
340 Bonair Siding Road
Stanford, CA 94305
650-725-7845
Dlenox@stanford.edu
http://lbre.stanford.edu

Purpura, Tina
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jennifer Shannon <Jennifer.Shannon.235122924@p2a.co>
Thursday, September 19, 2019 8:54 AM
BoardOperations
[EXTERNAL] Sharing My Support for Stanford

Dear Board Operations Board,
Stanford plays an important role in the life of our community. I am writing to express my support for the university's
proposed General Use Permit and request that you reach consensus with the university now on a related Development
Agreement and a set of reasonable and feasible Conditions of Approval.
Housing and traffic are critical challenges in our region, and Stanford’s Development Agreement proposal makes
meaningful contributions to help address these pressing issues. The university's proposal delivers enough new housing
to fully satisfy housing demand from its academic development and front‐loads the delivery of 575 affordable workforce
housing units. This demonstrates extraordinary leadership by a large employer in our community.
In addition, Stanford is proposing to significantly expand its sustainable commute programs and invest $30 million in
local transportation improvements. And in keeping with its academic mission, the university has also offered $138
million in support for Palo Alto schools.
I encourage you to work collaboratively with the university to create a long‐term land use plan that allows Stanford to
continue its mission of taking the world’s most pressing challenges and developing innovative solutions to benefit both
our community and the world.
It is to all of our benefit if the rules governing on‐campus development support teaching and research and the addition
of much‐needed housing. I hope you will support Stanford’s future land use plans and approve a General Use Permit and
Development Agreement that meet the needs of the community, the County and Stanford.
Sincerely,
Jennifer Shannon
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
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Purpura, Tina
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jeff Patheal <Jeff.Patheal.235129468@p2a.co>
Thursday, September 19, 2019 9:45 AM
BoardOperations
[EXTERNAL] Reach Agreement with Stanford

Dear Board Operations Board,
I am writing to express my support for Stanford’s proposed General Use Permit. I urge you to reach consensus with the
university now on a related Development Agreement and a set of reasonable and feasible Conditions of Approval that
will deliver benefits to the community and allow Stanford to further its academic mission.
Stanford plays an important role in the life of our community by advancing teaching and research, providing world‐class
health care, inviting its neighbors to enjoy many on‐campus amenities and working in the community to support local
residents.
Housing and traffic are critical challenges in our region, and Stanford is stepping up to help address these pressing
issues. Stanford’s Development Agreement proposal will provide historic measures to more than meet its obligations in
the community—building housing now and fully meeting future workforce housing demand; investing more in
transportation programs that encourage sustainable commuting; and providing upfront and ongoing support to the Palo
Alto Unified School District.
I encourage you to work collaboratively with the university to create a long‐term land use plan that allows Stanford to
continue its mission of taking the world’s most pressing challenges and developing innovative solutions to benefit both
our community and the world.
I hope you will support Stanford’s future land use plans and approve a General Use Permit and Development Agreement
that meet the needs of the community, the County and Stanford.
Sincerely,
Jeff Patheal
San Mateo, CA 94401
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Purpura, Tina
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Wednesday, September 18, 2019 4:41 PM
Doyle, Peggy
[EXTERNAL] Sharing My Support for Stanford

Dear Deputy Clerk Peggy Doyle,
Stanford plays an important role in the life of our community. I am writing to express my support for the university's
proposed General Use Permit and request that you reach consensus with the university now on a related Development
Agreement and a set of reasonable and feasible Conditions of Approval.
Housing and traffic are critical challenges in our region, and Stanford’s Development Agreement proposal makes
meaningful contributions to help address these pressing issues. The university's proposal delivers enough new housing
to fully satisfy housing demand from its academic development and front‐loads the delivery of 575 affordable workforce
housing units. This demonstrates extraordinary leadership by a large employer in our community.
In addition, Stanford is proposing to significantly expand its sustainable commute programs and invest $30 million in
local transportation improvements. And in keeping with its academic mission, the university has also offered $138
million in support for Palo Alto schools.
I encourage you to work collaboratively with the university to create a long‐term land use plan that allows Stanford to
continue its mission of taking the world’s most pressing challenges and developing innovative solutions to benefit both
our community and the world.
It is to all of our benefit if the rules governing on‐campus development support teaching and research and the addition
of much‐needed housing. I hope you will support Stanford’s future land use plans and approve a General Use Permit and
Development Agreement that meet the needs of the community, the County and Stanford.
Sincerely,
barbara roupe
Saratoga, CA 95070
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Purpura, Tina
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Wednesday, September 18, 2019 4:39 PM
Doyle, Peggy
[EXTERNAL] Sharing My Support for Stanford

Dear Deputy Clerk Peggy Doyle,
Stanford plays an important role in the life of our community. I am writing to express my support for the university's
proposed General Use Permit and request that you reach consensus with the university now on a related Development
Agreement and a set of reasonable and feasible Conditions of Approval.
Housing and traffic are critical challenges in our region, and Stanford’s Development Agreement proposal makes
meaningful contributions to help address these pressing issues. The university's proposal delivers enough new housing
to fully satisfy housing demand from its academic development and front‐loads the delivery of 575 affordable workforce
housing units. This demonstrates extraordinary leadership by a large employer in our community.
In addition, Stanford is proposing to significantly expand its sustainable commute programs and invest $30 million in
local transportation improvements. And in keeping with its academic mission, the university has also offered $138
million in support for Palo Alto schools.
I encourage you to work collaboratively with the university to create a long‐term land use plan that allows Stanford to
continue its mission of taking the world’s most pressing challenges and developing innovative solutions to benefit both
our community and the world.
It is to all of our benefit if the rules governing on‐campus development support teaching and research and the addition
of much‐needed housing. I hope you will support Stanford’s future land use plans and approve a General Use Permit and
Development Agreement that meet the needs of the community, the County and Stanford.
Sincerely,
Mariluz Cubillos
Palo Alto, CA 94303
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Purpura, Tina
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Wednesday, September 18, 2019 4:38 PM
Doyle, Peggy
[EXTERNAL] Sharing My Support for Stanford

Dear Deputy Clerk Peggy Doyle,
Stanford plays an important role in the life of our community. I am writing to express my support for the university's
proposed General Use Permit and request that you reach consensus with the university now on a related Development
Agreement and a set of reasonable and feasible Conditions of Approval.
Housing and traffic are critical challenges in our region, and Stanford’s Development Agreement proposal makes
meaningful contributions to help address these pressing issues. The university's proposal delivers enough new housing
to fully satisfy housing demand from its academic development and front‐loads the delivery of 575 affordable workforce
housing units. This demonstrates extraordinary leadership by a large employer in our community.
In addition, Stanford is proposing to significantly expand its sustainable commute programs and invest $30 million in
local transportation improvements. And in keeping with its academic mission, the university has also offered $138
million in support for Palo Alto schools.
I encourage you to work collaboratively with the university to create a long‐term land use plan that allows Stanford to
continue its mission of taking the world’s most pressing challenges and developing innovative solutions to benefit both
our community and the world.
It is to all of our benefit if the rules governing on‐campus development support teaching and research and the addition
of much‐needed housing. I hope you will support Stanford’s future land use plans and approve a General Use Permit and
Development Agreement that meet the needs of the community, the County and Stanford.
Sincerely,
Tian Mayimin
West Menlo Park, CA 94025
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Purpura, Tina
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Wednesday, September 18, 2019 4:31 PM
Doyle, Peggy
[EXTERNAL] Sharing My Support for Stanford

Dear Deputy Clerk Peggy Doyle,
Stanford plays an important role in the life of our community. I am writing to express my support for the university's
proposed General Use Permit and request that you reach consensus with the university now on a related Development
Agreement and a set of reasonable and feasible Conditions of Approval.
Housing and traffic are critical challenges in our region, and Stanford’s Development Agreement proposal makes
meaningful contributions to help address these pressing issues. The university's proposal delivers enough new housing
to fully satisfy housing demand from its academic development and front‐loads the delivery of 575 affordable workforce
housing units. This demonstrates extraordinary leadership by a large employer in our community.
In addition, Stanford is proposing to significantly expand its sustainable commute programs and invest $30 million in
local transportation improvements. And in keeping with its academic mission, the university has also offered $138
million in support for Palo Alto schools.
I encourage you to work collaboratively with the university to create a long‐term land use plan that allows Stanford to
continue its mission of taking the world’s most pressing challenges and developing innovative solutions to benefit both
our community and the world.
It is to all of our benefit if the rules governing on‐campus development support teaching and research and the addition
of much‐needed housing. I hope you will support Stanford’s future land use plans and approve a General Use Permit and
Development Agreement that meet the needs of the community, the County and Stanford.
Sincerely,
Halidun ozyuvali
Santa Clara, CA 95050
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Purpura, Tina
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Wednesday, September 18, 2019 4:41 PM
Doyle, Peggy
[EXTERNAL] Sharing My Support for Stanford

Dear Deputy Clerk Peggy Doyle,
Stanford plays an important role in the life of our community. I am writing to express my support for the university's
proposed General Use Permit and request that you reach consensus with the university now on a related Development
Agreement and a set of reasonable and feasible Conditions of Approval.
Housing and traffic are critical challenges in our region, and Stanford’s Development Agreement proposal makes
meaningful contributions to help address these pressing issues. The university's proposal delivers enough new housing
to fully satisfy housing demand from its academic development and front‐loads the delivery of 575 affordable workforce
housing units. This demonstrates extraordinary leadership by a large employer in our community.
In addition, Stanford is proposing to significantly expand its sustainable commute programs and invest $30 million in
local transportation improvements. And in keeping with its academic mission, the university has also offered $138
million in support for Palo Alto schools.
I encourage you to work collaboratively with the university to create a long‐term land use plan that allows Stanford to
continue its mission of taking the world’s most pressing challenges and developing innovative solutions to benefit both
our community and the world.
It is to all of our benefit if the rules governing on‐campus development support teaching and research and the addition
of much‐needed housing. I hope you will support Stanford’s future land use plans and approve a General Use Permit and
Development Agreement that meet the needs of the community, the County and Stanford.
Sincerely,
Alejandro Sosa
Palo Alto, CA 94303
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Purpura, Tina
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Wednesday, September 18, 2019 4:34 PM
Doyle, Peggy
[EXTERNAL] Reach Agreement with Stanford

Dear Deputy Clerk Peggy Doyle,
My name is Michael Helms and I am writing to express my support for Stanford’s proposed General Use Permit. I urge
you to reach consensus with the university now on a related Development Agreement and a set of reasonable and
feasible Conditions of Approval that will deliver benefits to the community and allow Stanford to further its academic
mission.
Stanford plays an important role in the life of our community by advancing teaching and research, providing world‐class
health care, inviting its neighbors to enjoy many on‐campus amenities and working in the community to support local
residents.
Housing and traffic are critical challenges in our region, and Stanford is stepping up to help address these pressing
issues. Stanford’s Development Agreement proposal will provide historic measures to more than meet its obligations in
the community—building housing now and fully meeting future workforce housing demand; investing more in
transportation programs that encourage sustainable commuting; and providing upfront and ongoing support to the Palo
Alto Unified School District.
I encourage you to work collaboratively with the university to create a long‐term land use plan that allows Stanford to
continue its mission of taking the world’s most pressing challenges and developing innovative solutions to benefit both
our community and the world.
I hope you will support Stanford’s future land use plans and approve a General Use Permit and Development Agreement
that meet the needs of the community, the County and Stanford.
Sincerely,
Michael Helms
Pleasanton, CA 94566
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Purpura, Tina
From:
To:
Subject:

Wednesday, September 18, 2019 11:29 PM
BoardOperations
[EXTERNAL] Re: Sunnyvale Shelter Attention: HLUET Committee and Santa Clara Board Of
Supervisors

Good Evening HLUET Committee and Santa Clara Board Of supervisors Sup. Mike Wasserman,
Sup. Cindy Chavez, Sup. Dave Cortese, Sup. Susan Ellenberg, Sup. Joe Simitian
I Mila Romero, a Sunnyvale Client Collaborative Member, Former Homefirst Resident, Current Sunnyvale Clients
Collaborative Representative Sole Exectutive Board and Commitee, President of and to the Sunnyvale Clients
Collaborative write to you this evening in concern and request of preservation of the residents voice, all residents rights,
right to vote in representative nominee electors, right to engage in meetings from their perspective mats within the
facility (Families Included), enforcement of a no retaliation policy to the residents, families or singles of the facility or
members of the Collaborative, free from harassment, collaborative duty to inform, clients right to be informed notified
of policies, procedures and practices that effect them in consenting or not consenting to terms regulated and
implemented by homefirst done in maleficence, to be granted immunity to not be denied services when reporting,
whistle blowing mal practice and/or human rights violation, requesting to adopt universal bylaws similar to how the
Board of Santa Clara currently operates and governs the community when working with the public in passing laws, that
the Collaborative members and/or reports made by clients or collaborative members regarding Homefirst personel
(Greivances, Reports, Appeals) are sent to you directly for oversight regarding actions taken or if resolution was
implemented.
To date as a member I have always implemented the right of all clients engagement the biggest challenge faced has
always been RETALIATION unresolved Grevencies, wrongfully terminated/discharged families.
Currently I am being harrassed and retaliated against for exerting the core concerns in preservation of clients voice,
rights in advocacy expressed recently at the August 15th 2019 HLUET meeting, I submitted a written form of my
concerns for the residents and challenged Homefirst to keep their word made to you that they would uphold their
official promises and standards in caring for the residents with dignity and respect, to date they have not done so I have
been active since October 2017, residents have been treated like animals, no adequate nutritional food (most of the
great food comes from outside vendor organizations of worship and the community only not Home first), water, hygeine
products, delayed service request for washers, broken sinks, case management needs all have gone un provided by
Homefirst.
Denial of services, wrongful discharge of families, biased advocacy, petty theft of donations donated to clients by long
standing onsite management and staff, mis management of the facility by the current onsite manager the lists goes on
the included are valid issues that have gone un addressed
YES I STILL Support Michelle's Operational plan, I do not trust that the Homefirst staff will implement her plan to date
they have demonstrated implementing practice, policies and procedures harmful to the clients without her knowledge
which is the reason I hold to the Collaborative, there has been many reports of persons and their families being
physically threatened by Homefirst onsite management, their property destroyed thrown out, discarded, slashed tires,
refusal of services one night I was on stand by with the local police department as families had been kicked out of the
facility wrongfully with no where to go in the middle of the night! (This happened to one of the Collaborative members
whom participated in meetings and voiced their concerns) after me and another advocate informed officers of the
wrongful discharge Kelcy finally let them back in just to turn around and retaliate against the family, Persons denied
housing if they dont adhere to compliance of not reporting what is being done to persons at the facility once they
adhere housing opportunities surface.
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I've always held our meeting in the center of the facility for all to engage, as most persons prefer to engage from their
Matt's where they are comfortable, our meetings have been relocated within the facility because they do not want
mass participants to engage in our meetings.
I have always conducted surveys collecting data and forwarded to head of operations for review this was the initial
blueprint beginning of client recommendations, resource needs, this information included randomly recieved
management complaints, un informed policy changes, unfair practices, resolution recommendations of complaints,
issues that are concurrent and gone unresolved
Request to adopt the above and its entirety
I sent a letter of concern to personel at 5pm today, I recieved correspondence from HomeFirst requesting I sign a
volunteer agreement, to date No agreement in place covers my advocacy with The Sunnyvale Client collaboratives, The
volunteer agreement is for food handler volunteers only in which I'vesigned in the past and was placed in Null and Void
for all advocates as the agreement did not pertain to me and my type of advocacy, the Advocacy agreement made by
Shaunn Cartwright and Rene of Homefirst is for Homefirst advocacy whom would have to be in goodstandings with Kelcy
onsite management and report to Kelcy whom could discharge you for any reason, I declined this agreement as I never
answered to Kelcy as the Sunnyvale Client collaborative have always been independent operation of Homefirst and I
have not been in support of what Kelcy has done to the residence of the facility therefore I am never in good standings,
so declined to sign.
I request to continue my term without Harrassment from HF employees, affiliates or staff until recommendations are
due next for submission to HLUET and the 120 day stay is officially implemented, I request that a special Advocacy
Agreement is made for my type of advocacy as a Sunnyvale Client collaborative advocate independent of Homefirst.
I also advise if you could review the enclosed email in its entirety as this is one of many attempts made to rid and
denounce me of the Collaborative. To date for the Record I HAVE NOT DENOUNCED RENOUNCED my Presidency Status!
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Respectfully,
Mila Romero
Sunnyvale Client Collaborative President

On Wed, Sep 18, 2019, 5:56 PM Mila Romero <mila.i.romero@gmail.com> wrote:
Lets be very clear I do not Represent the Private Table you have recently built in my absence, I represented and
represent the Clients of the facility, their rights, their voice, their engagement in their entirety! The first time I advised
for you all to meet without Advocates and myself was to discuss your proposed bylaws you Failed that request and
allowed 2 advocates at the table with no recorded minutes, in addition you proposed additional entries to the bylaws
without approval trying to block persons from voting, block me from maintaining and preserving the peoples voice
including my own!
In addition you've added terms and terminology to the bylaws that the clients do not understand and because I
understood what you were trying to do and expressed why it was a selfish act for your private table to disclude families
and other singles from your faulty bylaws and self appointed elected nominees you tried to block me further! In every
election all persons have a right to know, be informed of nominees so they may have the right to vote who will be
representing them in good Faith! Provingly that is NOT YOU nor YOUR PRIVATE TABLE
What I did Express is that Shaunn Cartwright was trying to make me an advocate under HomeFirst rules having to
answer to Kelcy a faulty onsite manager in which I refused her offer as I am not an employee of Homefirst nor an
Advocate for HomeFirst, I also rejected the Home First Volunteer agreement and Rene Made it Null and Void as the
Volunteer agreement was for food volunteers only, there was never a class for me because I was and am a post
resident, Sunnyvale Client Collaborative Member/Advocate and President I also expressed that I would not be able to
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attend every stakeholder and/or Shelter workers Group meeting due to my school schedule in addition I Never formally
denounced myself according to this email thread you attempted to do it for me! This is not about me re running for
presidency this is about failure to maintain and preserve the standing advocacy of the Clients
You know very good, well that I confirmed the Agenda for this weeks meeting Stated That you needed a body Of
electives to include: President, Vice President, Secretary and/or Treasurer I stated this twice, as to date we have not
had a body because you and many others did not step up in taking interest in the position You have manipulated the By
Laws that you and I Iinitially created and cut out bylaws that were existing, in addition you added many of things to
your revised by laws that intentionally discarded my involvement, position as it stood and the rights to the clients of
the facility to be informed and engage on plans that you and a handful of persons were implementing without
knowledge! You have proven to me that the Voice of the people as of whole is not of significant importance to you or
anyone that was listed in attendance for this private vote! THAT IS A BIG CHARACTER FLAW! How dare you tell me that
"it's time for you to move on and never come back. I will fight you every inch of the way from here on out."
Guess what Gary I will be fighting back for the rights and preservation the peoples voice and my own!
On Wed, Sep 18, 2019, 1:11 PM Gary Martin <bulldog4857@gmail.com> wrote:
Mila ‐ the people in open meeting ‐‐ the people you claim to represent ‐‐ requested greater distinction between types
of members so
different rights could be assigned. Not I nor any advocate prompted this. I added Class E to specifically cover YOU as
you were not covered any other way.
As I recall you said this Thursday would be your last meeting ‐‐ that you were done. You cannot be president and not
attend meetings.
it's time for you to move on and never come back. I will fight you every inch of the way from here on out.
Gary
On Wed, Sep 18, 2019 at 12:50 PM Mila Romero <mila.i.romero@gmail.com> wrote:
No I disagree with this letter and all of its content first and foremost I DID NOT DENOUNCE MY PRESIDENCY! And who
are you to make that call, secondly your bylaws in which you personally included class E should have never made it to
the by law document as it was never present nor placed until you randomly included it! Thirdly your said bylaws were
not in effect for you to use the 2 meeting attendance rule, your by laws that you placed together were never
confirmed or approved by me to begin with, what you have done is discluded myself and all the residence of the
facility of a right to engage and vote that is not democracy that is DICTATORSHIP WITHOUT AUTHORITY to date you
have refused a position such as VP secretary etc. Yet decided to act as one not even holding office position to make
any of the decisions outside of what was instructed for you all to do, My words in exact were that you all meet
without advocates including myself your position was to oversee the meeting acting interim to move the mating NOT
EVER STATED TO MOVE A PASS FOR PRIVATE VOTE, to prepare your bylaws including engagement from the residents,
form your body of said electives as you had No body but A person the private table delagated as a nominee whom
demonstrated and stated that all he wants to do is be president so that he may attend the county meetings! You
were to present your nominees to the people (Residents) informing them of your proposed electives and you have
failed to do that!
the biggest mistake you have made was by is not including the residents, yes you did jump the gun by making motion
to vote that was not your decision or call to make nor was it approved so your voting session is null and void!!
How dare you do such a thing Gary!
I will see you tomorrow for review of bylaws, body elected nominees your bylaws are Not in effect!
On Wed, Sep 18, 2019, 11:19 AM Gary Martin <bulldog4857@gmail.com> wrote:
Good Morning Mila ‐‐
I am please to inform you that the bylaws are complete and adopted by unanimous vote of the
below listed Collaborative members. The text is the same as I passed out last week with the exception
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that the group decided to remove Class E membership and rights because you would be the only person
covered by that and you have announced your resignation from the Collaborative. It seems unlikely
there will ever be another person fitting Class E.
I may have jumped the gun on calling for a vote last night as I recalled later that the plan was to vote tomorrow
night.
However, it is harmless because we voted by roll call and recorded how each member voted.
It is possible and even desirable to open voting on Thursday for any clients
not present at last night's meeting who wish to go on record with a yay or nay. Notably these are
Sherice, who was said to be in the hospital with breathing problems, the blonde lady with the baby
and yourself.
The meeting was only about 25 minutes because were were pretty close to finished last week. Only clients were
in attendance. I tried to limit the attendance of last night's meeting to those who were present the last two
meetings
when bylaws were discussed as I didn't want to start over by familiarizing new attendees with the bylaws.
But anyone not present before was welcome to stay and vote. We were blessed that attendance was pretty healthy
at
14 members. recorded minutes. She said she would transcribe and give that to me today.
I want you to know that I reopened discussion of Article V's Class A membership qualification stating
a prospective member must have attended two meetings in the last six weeks. I argued what I thought
your passionate plea of last week is ‐‐ that we need a body, as in far more members, to legitimize the
Collaborative and the bylaws. Although there was some support for that, after several minutes of discussion
the group overwhelmingly decided to keep the language the way it is ‐‐‐ as they had drafted it two weeks back.
In the end this is a democratic organization and we must respect the will of the people.
We plan to accept nominations for officers on Thursday and vote the following week.
Hope to see you then.
Members in attendance and unanimously approving adoption of attached bylaws.
Best Regards,
Gary

‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ Forwarded message ‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
From: Gary Martin (via Google Docs) <bulldog4857@gmail.com>
Date: Wed, Sep 18, 2019 at 10:47 AM
Subject: SV Collaborative Bylaws, Adopted
To: <bulldog4857@gmail.com>
bulldog4857@gmail.com has attached the following document:
To help pr
priv acy , M
prev ented
download
from the In

SV Collaborative Bylaws
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Google Docs: Create and edit documents online.
To help protect y our priv acy , Microsoft Office prev ented automatic download of this picture from the Internet.
Logo for Google Docs

Google LLC, 1600 Amphitheatre Parkway, Mountain View, CA 94043, USA
You have received this email because someone shared a document with you from Google Docs.
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Purpura, Tina
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Thursday, September 19, 2019 8:38 AM
BoardOperations
[EXTERNAL] Reach Agreement with Stanford

Dear Board Operations Board,
I am writing to express my support for Stanford’s proposed General Use Permit. I urge you to reach consensus with the
university now on a related Development Agreement and a set of reasonable and feasible Conditions of Approval that
will deliver benefits to the community and allow Stanford to further its academic mission.
Stanford plays an important role in the life of our community by advancing teaching and research, providing world‐class
health care, inviting its neighbors to enjoy many on‐campus amenities and working in the community to support local
residents.
Housing and traffic are critical challenges in our region, and Stanford is stepping up to help address these pressing
issues. Stanford’s Development Agreement proposal will provide historic measures to more than meet its obligations in
the community—building housing now and fully meeting future workforce housing demand; investing more in
transportation programs that encourage sustainable commuting; and providing upfront and ongoing support to the Palo
Alto Unified School District.
I encourage you to work collaboratively with the university to create a long‐term land use plan that allows Stanford to
continue its mission of taking the world’s most pressing challenges and developing innovative solutions to benefit both
our community and the world.
I hope you will support Stanford’s future land use plans and approve a General Use Permit and Development Agreement
that meet the needs of the community, the County and Stanford.
Sincerely,
David Liddle
Los Altos, CA 94022
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Purpura, Tina
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Thursday, September 19, 2019 7:12 AM
BoardOperations
[EXTERNAL] Reach Agreement with Stanford

Dear Board Operations Board,
I am writing to express my support for Stanford’s proposed General Use Permit. I urge you to reach consensus with the
university now on a related Development Agreement and a set of reasonable and feasible Conditions of Approval that
will deliver benefits to the community and allow Stanford to further its academic mission.
Stanford plays an important role in the life of our community by advancing teaching and research, providing world‐class
health care, inviting its neighbors to enjoy many on‐campus amenities and working in the community to support local
residents.
Housing and traffic are critical challenges in our region, and Stanford is stepping up to help address these pressing
issues. Stanford’s Development Agreement proposal will provide historic measures to more than meet its obligations in
the community—building housing now and fully meeting future workforce housing demand; investing more in
transportation programs that encourage sustainable commuting; and providing upfront and ongoing support to the Palo
Alto Unified School District.
I encourage you to work collaboratively with the university to create a long‐term land use plan that allows Stanford to
continue its mission of taking the world’s most pressing challenges and developing innovative solutions to benefit both
our community and the world.
I hope you will support Stanford’s future land use plans and approve a General Use Permit and Development Agreement
that meet the needs of the community, the County and Stanford.
Sincerely,
Virginia Davies
Los Altos, CA 94022
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Purpura, Tina
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Thursday, September 19, 2019 6:20 AM
BoardOperations
[EXTERNAL] Reach Agreement with Stanford

Dear Board Operations Board,
I am writing to express my support for Stanford’s proposed General Use Permit. I urge you to reach consensus with the
university now on a related Development Agreement and a set of reasonable and feasible Conditions of Approval that
will deliver benefits to the community and allow Stanford to further its academic mission.
Stanford plays an important role in the life of our community by advancing teaching and research, providing world‐class
health care, inviting its neighbors to enjoy many on‐campus amenities and working in the community to support local
residents.
Housing and traffic are critical challenges in our region, and Stanford is stepping up to help address these pressing
issues. Stanford’s Development Agreement proposal will provide historic measures to more than meet its obligations in
the community—building housing now and fully meeting future workforce housing demand; investing more in
transportation programs that encourage sustainable commuting; and providing upfront and ongoing support to the Palo
Alto Unified School District.
I encourage you to work collaboratively with the university to create a long‐term land use plan that allows Stanford to
continue its mission of taking the world’s most pressing challenges and developing innovative solutions to benefit both
our community and the world.
I hope you will support Stanford’s future land use plans and approve a General Use Permit and Development Agreement
that meet the needs of the community, the County and Stanford.
Sincerely,
Padma Kuditipudi
Palo Alto, CA 94304
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Purpura, Tina
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Wednesday, September 18, 2019 8:37 PM
BoardOperations
[EXTERNAL] Reach Agreement with Stanford

Dear Board Operations Board,
My name is Angelica Dannenberg and I am writing to express my support for Stanford’s proposed General Use Permit. I
urge you to reach consensus with the university now on a related Development Agreement and a set of reasonable and
feasible Conditions of Approval that will deliver benefits to the community and allow Stanford to further its academic
mission.
Stanford plays an important role in the life of our community by advancing teaching and research, providing world‐class
health care, inviting its neighbors to enjoy many on‐campus amenities and working in the community to support local
residents.
Housing and traffic are critical challenges in our region, and Stanford is stepping up to help address these pressing
issues. Stanford’s Development Agreement proposal will provide historic measures to more than meet its obligations in
the community—building housing now and fully meeting future workforce housing demand; investing more in
transportation programs that encourage sustainable commuting; and providing upfront and ongoing support to the Palo
Alto Unified School District.
I encourage you to work collaboratively with the university to create a long‐term land use plan that allows Stanford to
continue its mission of taking the world’s most pressing challenges and developing innovative solutions to benefit both
our community and the world.
I hope you will support Stanford’s future land use plans and approve a General Use Permit and Development Agreement
that meet the needs of the community, the County and Stanford.
Sincerely,
Angelica Dannenberg
Morgan Hill, CA 95037
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Purpura, Tina
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Wednesday, September 18, 2019 8:32 PM
BoardOperations
[EXTERNAL] Sharing My Support for Stanford

Dear Board Operations Board,
Stanford plays an important role in the life of our community. I am writing to express my support for the university's
proposed General Use Permit and request that you reach consensus with the university now on a related Development
Agreement and a set of reasonable and feasible Conditions of Approval.
Housing and traffic are critical challenges in our region, and Stanford’s Development Agreement proposal makes
meaningful contributions to help address these pressing issues. The university's proposal delivers enough new housing
to fully satisfy housing demand from its academic development and front‐loads the delivery of 575 affordable workforce
housing units. This demonstrates extraordinary leadership by a large employer in our community.
In addition, Stanford is proposing to significantly expand its sustainable commute programs and invest $30 million in
local transportation improvements. And in keeping with its academic mission, the university has also offered $138
million in support for Palo Alto schools.
I encourage you to work collaboratively with the university to create a long‐term land use plan that allows Stanford to
continue its mission of taking the world’s most pressing challenges and developing innovative solutions to benefit both
our community and the world.
It is to all of our benefit if the rules governing on‐campus development support teaching and research and the addition
of much‐needed housing. I hope you will support Stanford’s future land use plans and approve a General Use Permit and
Development Agreement that meet the needs of the community, the County and Stanford.
Sincerely,
Han Van Ngo
Santa Clara, CA 95054
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Purpura, Tina
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Wednesday, September 18, 2019 8:26 PM
BoardOperations
[EXTERNAL] Sharing My Support for Stanford

Dear Board Operations Board,
Stanford plays an important role in the life of our community. I am writing to express my support for the university's
proposed General Use Permit and request that you reach consensus with the university now on a related Development
Agreement and a set of reasonable and feasible Conditions of Approval.
Housing and traffic are critical challenges in our region, and Stanford’s Development Agreement proposal makes
meaningful contributions to help address these pressing issues. The university's proposal delivers enough new housing
to fully satisfy housing demand from its academic development and front‐loads the delivery of 575 affordable workforce
housing units. This demonstrates extraordinary leadership by a large employer in our community.
In addition, Stanford is proposing to significantly expand its sustainable commute programs and invest $30 million in
local transportation improvements. And in keeping with its academic mission, the university has also offered $138
million in support for Palo Alto schools.
I encourage you to work collaboratively with the university to create a long‐term land use plan that allows Stanford to
continue its mission of taking the world’s most pressing challenges and developing innovative solutions to benefit both
our community and the world.
It is to all of our benefit if the rules governing on‐campus development support teaching and research and the addition
of much‐needed housing. I hope you will support Stanford’s future land use plans and approve a General Use Permit and
Development Agreement that meet the needs of the community, the County and Stanford.
Sincerely,
Grady Means
Hillsborough, CA 94010
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Purpura, Tina
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Wednesday, September 18, 2019 8:16 PM
BoardOperations
[EXTERNAL] Sharing My Support for Stanford

Dear Board Operations Board,
Stanford plays an important role in the life of our community. I am writing to express my support for the university's
proposed General Use Permit and request that you reach consensus with the university now on a related Development
Agreement and a set of reasonable and feasible Conditions of Approval.
Housing and traffic are critical challenges in our region, and Stanford’s Development Agreement proposal makes
meaningful contributions to help address these pressing issues. The university's proposal delivers enough new housing
to fully satisfy housing demand from its academic development and front‐loads the delivery of 575 affordable workforce
housing units. This demonstrates extraordinary leadership by a large employer in our community.
In addition, Stanford is proposing to significantly expand its sustainable commute programs and invest $30 million in
local transportation improvements. And in keeping with its academic mission, the university has also offered $138
million in support for Palo Alto schools.
I encourage you to work collaboratively with the university to create a long‐term land use plan that allows Stanford to
continue its mission of taking the world’s most pressing challenges and developing innovative solutions to benefit both
our community and the world.
It is to all of our benefit if the rules governing on‐campus development support teaching and research and the addition
of much‐needed housing. I hope you will support Stanford’s future land use plans and approve a General Use Permit and
Development Agreement that meet the needs of the community, the County and Stanford.
Sincerely,
Thomas Moody
Bellingham, WA 98229
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Purpura, Tina
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Wednesday, September 18, 2019 7:59 PM
BoardOperations
[EXTERNAL] Reach Agreement with Stanford

Dear Board Operations Board,
My name is Anne Chen and I am writing to express my support for Stanford’s proposed General Use Permit. I urge you to
reach consensus with the university now on a related Development Agreement and a set of reasonable and feasible
Conditions of Approval that will deliver benefits to the community and allow Stanford to further its academic mission.
Stanford plays an important role in the life of our community by advancing teaching and research, providing world‐class
health care, inviting its neighbors to enjoy many on‐campus amenities and working in the community to support local
residents.
Housing and traffic are critical challenges in our region, and Stanford is stepping up to help address these pressing
issues. Stanford’s Development Agreement proposal will provide historic measures to more than meet its obligations in
the community—building housing now and fully meeting future workforce housing demand; investing more in
transportation programs that encourage sustainable commuting; and providing upfront and ongoing support to the Palo
Alto Unified School District.
I encourage you to work collaboratively with the university to create a long‐term land use plan that allows Stanford to
continue its mission of taking the world’s most pressing challenges and developing innovative solutions to benefit both
our community and the world.
I hope you will support Stanford’s future land use plans and approve a General Use Permit and Development Agreement
that meet the needs of the community, the County and Stanford.
Sincerely,
Anne Chen
Monte Vista, CA 95014
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Purpura, Tina
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Thursday, September 19, 2019 8:38 AM
BoardOperations
[EXTERNAL] Reach Agreement with Stanford

Dear Board Operations Board,
I am writing to express my support for Stanford’s proposed General Use Permit. I urge you to reach consensus with the
university now on a related Development Agreement and a set of reasonable and feasible Conditions of Approval that
will deliver benefits to the community and allow Stanford to further its academic mission.
Stanford plays an important role in the life of our community by advancing teaching and research, providing world‐class
health care, inviting its neighbors to enjoy many on‐campus amenities and working in the community to support local
residents.
Housing and traffic are critical challenges in our region, and Stanford is stepping up to help address these pressing
issues. Stanford’s Development Agreement proposal will provide historic measures to more than meet its obligations in
the community—building housing now and fully meeting future workforce housing demand; investing more in
transportation programs that encourage sustainable commuting; and providing upfront and ongoing support to the Palo
Alto Unified School District.
I encourage you to work collaboratively with the university to create a long‐term land use plan that allows Stanford to
continue its mission of taking the world’s most pressing challenges and developing innovative solutions to benefit both
our community and the world.
I hope you will support Stanford’s future land use plans and approve a General Use Permit and Development Agreement
that meet the needs of the community, the County and Stanford.
Sincerely,
Kyle Sanford
San Francisco, CA 94158
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Purpura, Tina
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Thursday, September 19, 2019 5:16 AM
BoardOperations
[EXTERNAL] Sharing My Support for Stanford

Dear Board Operations Board,
Stanford plays an important role in the life of our community. I am writing to express my support for the university's
proposed General Use Permit and request that you reach consensus with the university now on a related Development
Agreement and a set of reasonable and feasible Conditions of Approval.
Housing and traffic are critical challenges in our region, and Stanford’s Development Agreement proposal makes
meaningful contributions to help address these pressing issues. The university's proposal delivers enough new housing
to fully satisfy housing demand from its academic development and front‐loads the delivery of 575 affordable workforce
housing units. This demonstrates extraordinary leadership by a large employer in our community.
In addition, Stanford is proposing to significantly expand its sustainable commute programs and invest $30 million in
local transportation improvements. And in keeping with its academic mission, the university has also offered $138
million in support for Palo Alto schools.
I encourage you to work collaboratively with the university to create a long‐term land use plan that allows Stanford to
continue its mission of taking the world’s most pressing challenges and developing innovative solutions to benefit both
our community and the world.
It is to all of our benefit if the rules governing on‐campus development support teaching and research and the addition
of much‐needed housing. I hope you will support Stanford’s future land use plans and approve a General Use Permit and
Development Agreement that meet the needs of the community, the County and Stanford.
Sincerely,
jim toth
San Carlos, CA 94070
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Purpura, Tina
From:
To:
Subject:

BoardOperations
[EXTERNAL] Sharing My Support for Stanford

Dear Board Operations Board,
Stanford plays an important role in the life of our community. I am writing to express my support for the university's
proposed General Use Permit and request that you reach consensus with the university now on a related Development
Agreement and a set of reasonable and feasible Conditions of Approval.
Housing and traffic are critical challenges in our region, and Stanford’s Development Agreement proposal makes
meaningful contributions to help address these pressing issues. The university's proposal delivers enough new housing
to fully satisfy housing demand from its academic development and front‐loads the delivery of 575 affordable workforce
housing units. This demonstrates extraordinary leadership by a large employer in our community.
In addition, Stanford is proposing to significantly expand its sustainable commute programs and invest $30 million in
local transportation improvements. And in keeping with its academic mission, the university has also offered $138
million in support for Palo Alto schools.
I encourage you to work collaboratively with the university to create a long‐term land use plan that allows Stanford to
continue its mission of taking the world’s most pressing challenges and developing innovative solutions to benefit both
our community and the world.
It is to all of our benefit if the rules governing on‐campus development support teaching and research and the addition
of much‐needed housing. I hope you will support Stanford’s future land use plans and approve a General Use Permit and
Development Agreement that meet the needs of the community, the County and Stanford.
Sincerely,
Holly Lee
San Jose, CA 95118
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Purpura, Tina
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Wednesday, September 18, 2019 10:08 PM
BoardOperations
[EXTERNAL] Sharing My Support for Stanford

Dear Board Operations Board,
Stanford plays an important role in the life of our community. I am writing to express my support for the university's
proposed General Use Permit and request that you reach consensus with the university now on a related Development
Agreement and a set of reasonable and feasible Conditions of Approval.
Housing and traffic are critical challenges in our region, and Stanford’s Development Agreement proposal makes
meaningful contributions to help address these pressing issues. The university's proposal delivers enough new housing
to fully satisfy housing demand from its academic development and front‐loads the delivery of 575 affordable workforce
housing units. This demonstrates extraordinary leadership by a large employer in our community.
In addition, Stanford is proposing to significantly expand its sustainable commute programs and invest $30 million in
local transportation improvements. And in keeping with its academic mission, the university has also offered $138
million in support for Palo Alto schools.
I encourage you to work collaboratively with the university to create a long‐term land use plan that allows Stanford to
continue its mission of taking the world’s most pressing challenges and developing innovative solutions to benefit both
our community and the world.
It is to all of our benefit if the rules governing on‐campus development support teaching and research and the addition
of much‐needed housing. I hope you will support Stanford’s future land use plans and approve a General Use Permit and
Development Agreement that meet the needs of the community, the County and Stanford.
Sincerely,
Leslee subak
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Purpura,
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Wednesday, September 18, 2019 9:43 PM
BoardOperations
[EXTERNAL] Sharing My Support for Stanford

Dear Board Operations Board,
Stanford plays an important role in the life of our community. I am writing to express my support for the university's
proposed General Use Permit and request that you reach consensus with the university now on a related Development
Agreement and a set of reasonable and feasible Conditions of Approval.
Housing and traffic are critical challenges in our region, and Stanford’s Development Agreement proposal makes
meaningful contributions to help address these pressing issues. The university's proposal delivers enough new housing
to fully satisfy housing demand from its academic development and front‐loads the delivery of 575 affordable workforce
housing units. This demonstrates extraordinary leadership by a large employer in our community.
In addition, Stanford is proposing to significantly expand its sustainable commute programs and invest $30 million in
local transportation improvements. And in keeping with its academic mission, the university has also offered $138
million in support for Palo Alto schools.
I encourage you to work collaboratively with the university to create a long‐term land use plan that allows Stanford to
continue its mission of taking the world’s most pressing challenges and developing innovative solutions to benefit both
our community and the world.
It is to all of our benefit if the rules governing on‐campus development support teaching and research and the addition
of much‐needed housing. I hope you will support Stanford’s future land use plans and approve a General Use Permit and
Development Agreement that meet the needs of the community, the County and Stanford.
Sincerely,
Marco Vasquez
Sunnyvale, CA 94085
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Purpura, Tina
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Wednesday, September 18, 2019 9:14 PM
BoardOperations
[EXTERNAL] Sharing My Support for Stanford

Dear Board Operations Board,
Stanford plays an important role in the life of our community. I am writing to express my support for the university's
proposed General Use Permit and request that you reach consensus with the university now on a related Development
Agreement and a set of reasonable and feasible Conditions of Approval.
Housing and traffic are critical challenges in our region, and Stanford’s Development Agreement proposal makes
meaningful contributions to help address these pressing issues. The university's proposal delivers enough new housing
to fully satisfy housing demand from its academic development and front‐loads the delivery of 575 affordable workforce
housing units. This demonstrates extraordinary leadership by a large employer in our community.
In addition, Stanford is proposing to significantly expand its sustainable commute programs and invest $30 million in
local transportation improvements. And in keeping with its academic mission, the university has also offered $138
million in support for Palo Alto schools.
I encourage you to work collaboratively with the university to create a long‐term land use plan that allows Stanford to
continue its mission of taking the world’s most pressing challenges and developing innovative solutions to benefit both
our community and the world.
It is to all of our benefit if the rules governing on‐campus development support teaching and research and the addition
of much‐needed housing. I hope you will support Stanford’s future land use plans and approve a General Use Permit and
Development Agreement that meet the needs of the community, the County and Stanford.
Sincerely,
Ernesto Solis
Palo Alto, CA 94304
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September 19, 2019
President Joe Simitian
Members of the Santa Clara County Board of Supervisors
70 W. Hedding Street
San Jose, CA 95110
Dear President Simitian and Members of the County Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to express my support for Stanford’s proposed General Use Permit and request that you
reach consensus with the university on a related Development Agreement and a set of reasonable and
feasible Conditions of Approval.
Stanford plays an important role in the life of our community by advancing teaching and research,
providing world-class health care, inviting its neighbors to enjoy many on-campus amenities and
working in the community to support local residents. I am a graduate of Stanford University (class of
1991) now living in the Bay Area. I’ve had the opportunity to experience Stanford in a range of roles:
professor, architect, reunion-attendee, and mentor to dozens of students. In my work as an architect
in Los Altos, Sunnyvale, San Bruno and other Peninsula cities, I can see first hand the positive
contributions that Stanford makes on a daily basis to our regional culture and economy. The ability to
serve this community through ongoing building efforts is critical to support all the work that goes on
and that is an engine for the reputation and impact the Bay Area has on the world and our region.
My firm, EHDD, was founded in 1946 in San Francisco and has had the privilege of designing and
building multiple buildings at Stanford and in Santa Clara county over the decades. We have a deep
knowledge of the workings of our local communities and the give and take that is needed to keep our
region in a leadership position in our region, country and the world at large.
As you are well aware, housing and traffic congestion are critical challenges in our region, and
Stanford’s proposal makes meaningful contributions to help address these pressing issues. The
university's Development Agreement proposal to deliver enough new housing to fully satisfy housing
demand from its academic development and front-load the delivery of 575 affordable workforce
housing units demonstrates extraordinary leadership by a large employer in our community. In
addition, Stanford is proposing to significantly expand its sustainable commute programs and invest
$30 million in local transportation improvements. And in keeping with its academic mission, the
university has also offered $138 million in support for Palo Alto schools.
For Stanford to provide front-loaded community benefits and thousands of units of housing, the
university must be confident that it will be able to complete its academic facilities over time and the
rules governing future academic campus development will not be changed midway through
implementation of a new General Use Permit. Development Agreements are a common tool for land
use applicants and jurisdictions to resolve conflicts by working collaboratively to address the interests
of all stakeholders. Therefore, I ask that the County engage in constructive Development Agreement
discussions with Stanford to provide benefits that address the interests of the community, while
providing Stanford the necessary predictability to fulfill its academic mission.
I also urge the Board of Supervisors to approve reasonable and feasible Conditions of Approval for the

General Use Permit that will allow Stanford to build new on-campus housing and academic facilities. It
is to all of our benefit if the rules governing on-campus development support teaching and research
and the addition of much-needed housing. The Board should work with Stanford to make sure that
each of the conditions is clear and sets an objective, reasonable standard for compliance.
I hope you will support Stanford’s future land use plans and approve a General Use Permit and
Development Agreement that meet the needs of the community, the County, and Stanford.
Sincerely,

Brad Jacobson, AIA LEED AP
Principal
Cc:

boardoperations@cob.sccgov.org
Sylvia.gallegos@ceo.sccgov.org
jeff.smith@ceo.sccgov.org
CommunityRelations@stanford.edu

Purpura, Tina
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Thursday, September 19, 2019 2:01 PM
BoardOperations
[EXTERNAL] Reach Agreement with Stanford

Dear Board Operations Board,
I am writing to express my support for Stanford’s proposed General Use Permit. I urge you to reach consensus with the
university now on a related Development Agreement and a set of reasonable and feasible Conditions of Approval that
will deliver benefits to the community and allow Stanford to further its academic mission.
Stanford plays an important role in the life of our community by advancing teaching and research, providing world‐class
health care, inviting its neighbors to enjoy many on‐campus amenities and working in the community to support local
residents.
Housing and traffic are critical challenges in our region, and Stanford is stepping up to help address these pressing
issues. Stanford’s Development Agreement proposal will provide historic measures to more than meet its obligations in
the community—building housing now and fully meeting future workforce housing demand; investing more in
transportation programs that encourage sustainable commuting; and providing upfront and ongoing support to the Palo
Alto Unified School District.
I encourage you to work collaboratively with the university to create a long‐term land use plan that allows Stanford to
continue its mission of taking the world’s most pressing challenges and developing innovative solutions to benefit both
our community and the world.
I hope you will support Stanford’s future land use plans and approve a General Use Permit and Development Agreement
that meet the needs of the community, the County and Stanford.
Sincerely,
Jill Patton
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Purpura, Tina
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Thursday, September 19, 2019 1:42 PM
BoardOperations
[EXTERNAL] Reach Agreement with Stanford

Dear Board Operations Board,
I am writing to express my support for Stanford’s proposed General Use Permit. I urge you to reach consensus with the
university now on a related Development Agreement and a set of reasonable and feasible Conditions of Approval that
will deliver benefits to the community and allow Stanford to further its academic mission.
Stanford plays an important role in the life of our community by advancing teaching and research, providing world‐class
health care, inviting its neighbors to enjoy many on‐campus amenities and working in the community to support local
residents.
Housing and traffic are critical challenges in our region, and Stanford is stepping up to help address these pressing
issues. Stanford’s Development Agreement proposal will provide historic measures to more than meet its obligations in
the community—building housing now and fully meeting future workforce housing demand; investing more in
transportation programs that encourage sustainable commuting; and providing upfront and ongoing support to the Palo
Alto Unified School District.
I encourage you to work collaboratively with the university to create a long‐term land use plan that allows Stanford to
continue its mission of taking the world’s most pressing challenges and developing innovative solutions to benefit both
our community and the world.
I hope you will support Stanford’s future land use plans and approve a General Use Permit and Development Agreement
that meet the needs of the community, the County and Stanford.
Sincerely,
Imogen Hinds
Sunnyvale, CA 94087
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Purpura, Tina
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Thursday, September 19, 2019 1:10 PM
BoardOperations
[EXTERNAL] Sharing My Support for Stanford

Dear Board Operations Board,
Stanford plays an important role in the life of our community. I am writing to express my support for the university's
proposed General Use Permit and request that you reach consensus with the university now on a related Development
Agreement and a set of reasonable and feasible Conditions of Approval.
Housing and traffic are critical challenges in our region, and Stanford’s Development Agreement proposal makes
meaningful contributions to help address these pressing issues. The university's proposal delivers enough new housing
to fully satisfy housing demand from its academic development and front‐loads the delivery of 575 affordable workforce
housing units. This demonstrates extraordinary leadership by a large employer in our community.
In addition, Stanford is proposing to significantly expand its sustainable commute programs and invest $30 million in
local transportation improvements. And in keeping with its academic mission, the university has also offered $138
million in support for Palo Alto schools.
I encourage you to work collaboratively with the university to create a long‐term land use plan that allows Stanford to
continue its mission of taking the world’s most pressing challenges and developing innovative solutions to benefit both
our community and the world.
It is to all of our benefit if the rules governing on‐campus development support teaching and research and the addition
of much‐needed housing. I hope you will support Stanford’s future land use plans and approve a General Use Permit and
Development Agreement that meet the needs of the community, the County and Stanford.
Sincerely,
John Contas
Palo Alto, CA 94301
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Purpura, Tina
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Doyle, Peggy
Thursday, September 19, 2019 12:57 PM
BoardOperations
Purpura, Tina
FW: [EXTERNAL] Stanford's proposed General Use Permit

To: Wasserman, Mike <Mike.Wasserman@bos.sccgov.org>; Chavez, Cindy <Cindy.Chavez@bos.sccgov.org>; Cortese,
Dave <Dave.Cortese@BOS.SCCGOV.ORG>; Ellenberg, Supervisor <supervisor.ellenberg@BOS.SCCGOV.ORG>; Supervisor
Simitian <Supervisor.Simitian@bos.sccgov.org>
Cc: Doyle, Peggy <peggy.doyle@cob.sccgov.org>; Gallegos, Sylvia <Sylvia.Gallegos@ceo.sccgov.org>; Smith, Jeff
<jeff.smith@ceo.sccgov.org>; CommunityRelations@stanford.edu
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Stanford's proposed General Use Permit

Dear President Simitian and Members of the County Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to express my support for Stanford’s proposed General Use Permit and request that you reach
consensus with the university on a related Development Agreement and a set of reasonable and feasible
Conditions of Approval.
Stanford plays an important role in the life of our community by advancing teaching and research, providing
world-class health care, inviting its neighbors to enjoy many on-campus amenities and working in the
community to support local residents. On a very personal level, I have been a resident in the area for over 30
years and been a part of the Stanford community since 1974. Stanford has been a true gift that keeps on giving,
whether it be through the hospital, continuing education opportunities, enrichment through the arts or support
for our local schools.
As you are well aware, housing and traffic congestion are critical challenges in our region, and Stanford’s
proposal makes meaningful contributions to help address these pressing issues. The university's Development
Agreement proposal to deliver enough new housing to fully satisfy housing demand from its academic
development and front-load the delivery of 575 affordable workforce housing units demonstrates extraordinary
leadership by a large employer in our community. In addition, Stanford is proposing to significantly expand its
sustainable commute programs and invest $30 million in local transportation improvements. And in keeping
with its academic mission, the university has also offered $138 million in support for Palo Alto schools.
For Stanford to provide front-loaded community benefits and thousands of units of housing, the university must
be confident that it will be able to complete its academic facilities over time and the rules governing future
academic campus development will not be changed midway through implementation of a new General Use
Permit. Development Agreements are a common tool for land use applicants and jurisdictions to resolve
conflicts by working collaboratively to address the interests of all stakeholders. Therefore, I ask that the County
engage in constructive Development Agreement discussions with Stanford to provide benefits that address the
interests of the community, while providing Stanford the necessary predictability to fulfill its academic mission.
I also urge the Board of Supervisors to approve reasonable and feasible Conditions of Approval for the General
Use Permit that will allow Stanford to build new on-campus housing and academic facilities. It is to all of our
1

benefit if the rules governing on-campus development support teaching and research and the addition of muchneeded housing. The Board should work with Stanford to make sure that each of the conditions is clear and sets
an objective, reasonable standard for compliance.
I hope you will support Stanford’s future land use plans and approve a General Use Permit and Development
Agreement that meet the needs of the community, the County, and Stanford.
Sincerely,
Diana Chang
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Purpura, Tina
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Thursday, September 19, 2019 12:54 PM
BoardOperations
[EXTERNAL] Sharing My Support for Stanford

Dear Board Operations Board,
Stanford plays an important role in the life of our community. I am writing to express my support for the university's
proposed General Use Permit and request that you reach consensus with the university now on a related Development
Agreement and a set of reasonable and feasible Conditions of Approval.
Housing and traffic are critical challenges in our region, and Stanford’s Development Agreement proposal makes
meaningful contributions to help address these pressing issues. The university's proposal delivers enough new housing
to fully satisfy housing demand from its academic development and front‐loads the delivery of 575 affordable workforce
housing units. This demonstrates extraordinary leadership by a large employer in our community.
In addition, Stanford is proposing to significantly expand its sustainable commute programs and invest $30 million in
local transportation improvements. And in keeping with its academic mission, the university has also offered $138
million in support for Palo Alto schools.
I encourage you to work collaboratively with the university to create a long‐term land use plan that allows Stanford to
continue its mission of taking the world’s most pressing challenges and developing innovative solutions to benefit both
our community and the world.
It is to all of our benefit if the rules governing on‐campus development support teaching and research and the addition
of much‐needed housing. I hope you will support Stanford’s future land use plans and approve a General Use Permit and
Development Agreement that meet the needs of the community, the County and Stanford.
Sincerely,
Elizabeth Dolan
Mountain View, CA 94040
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